
Spay/Neuter Services RFP Scoring

Mesquite Animal Services
J

Hillside Veterinary/Town East 

Animal Hospital

Criteria Maximum Points Evaluators Score Evaluators Score Evaluators Score

The Bidder with the lowest score receives the 

maximum score. The proposer with the next 

lowest price receives a lesser value.

Location of Clinic in relation to shelter

The bidder with the closest proximity to 

Mesquite Animal Services receives the 

highest score. The proposer with the next 

closest location receives a lesser value.

20 20

Evaluation of the bidder’s measure of success 

based on number of years in operation, 

experience of veterinarians employed by the 

organization and ability to perform a wide 

range of veterinary services.

20 17

Maximum point value given to bidder with 

lowest cost estimates for services requested.
20 18

Maximum point value given to bidders with 

experience assisting a similar sized municipal 

shelter with veterinary services.

20 20

Insurance and References

Maximum point value given to the bidders 

that provide references showing their 

participation with other municipalities as well 

as proof of required insurance.

20 18

Total 75 Evaluators Name: J. Saadi

Evaluators Signature: 

Price

Depth and Breadth of experience and expertise in veterinary services

Cost

Understanding of contractual services required and demonstrated history of providing similar services to comparable entities



Spay/Neuter Services RFP Scoring

Mesquite Animal Services
J

Hillside Veterinary/Town East 

Animal Hospital

Criteria Maximum Points Evaluators Score Evaluators Score Evaluators Score

The Bidder with the lowest score receives the 

maximum score. The proposer with the next 

lowest price receives a lesser value.

Location of Clinic in relation to shelter

The bidder with the closest proximity to 

Mesquite Animal Services receives the 

highest score. The proposer with the next 

closest location receives a lesser value.

20 20

Evaluation of the bidder’s measure of success 

based on number of years in operation, 

experience of veterinarians employed by the 

organization and ability to perform a wide 

range of veterinary services.

20 16

Maximum point value given to bidder with 

lowest cost estimates for services requested.
20 17

Maximum point value given to bidders with 

experience assisting a similar sized municipal 

shelter with veterinary services.

20 18

Insurance and References

Maximum point value given to the bidders 

that provide references showing their 

participation with other municipalities as well 

as proof of required insurance.

20 18

Total 72 Evaluators Name: A. Bueno

Evaluators Signature: 

Price

Depth and Breadth of experience and expertise in veterinary services

Cost

Understanding of contractual services required and demonstrated history of providing similar services to comparable entities



Spay/Neuter Services RFP Scoring

Mesquite Animal Services
J

Hillside Veterinary/Town East 

Animal Hospital

Criteria Maximum Points Evaluators Score Evaluators Score Evaluators Score

The Bidder with the lowest score receives the 

maximum score. The proposer with the next 

lowest price receives a lesser value.

Location of Clinic in relation to shelter

The bidder with the closest proximity to 

Mesquite Animal Services receives the 

highest score. The proposer with the next 

closest location receives a lesser value.

20 20

Evaluation of the bidder’s measure of success 

based on number of years in operation, 

experience of veterinarians employed by the 

organization and ability to perform a wide 

range of veterinary services.

20 18

Maximum point value given to bidder with 

lowest cost estimates for services requested.
20 19

Maximum point value given to bidders with 

experience assisting a similar sized municipal 

shelter with veterinary services.

20 17

Insurance and References

Maximum point value given to the bidders 

that provide references showing their 

participation with other municipalities as well 

as proof of required insurance.

20 17

Total 72 Evaluators Name: M. Davis

Evaluators Signature: 

Price

Depth and Breadth of experience and expertise in veterinary services

Cost

Understanding of contractual services required and demonstrated history of providing similar services to comparable entities


